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Fence in the city harbour or no fence in the city harbour, if fence in city harbour - but how: A worldwide
safety law with a wide range of interpretations: A brief look at the current discussion on the development
of city harbours with ISPS needs
Authors: Andreas Schubert (Rostock) and Monika Tomczyk (Stettin)
Rostock, September 2019. The city society was outraged. Rostock’s city parliament had to decide whether a cityowned fence was necessary as a temporary barrier in Rostock's city harbour to ensure the safety of small cruise ships
or not. Some spokesmen announced that "the Rostock city harbour do no longer needs ships, as sailboats and
motorboats are enough, to still make it a harbour; what do we care about planning and construction law and EU
subsidy law"? The other disputants showed that there is a broad lack of knowledge about large sailing ships, mega
yachts, small cruise ships and ship propulsion systems. And: what is ISPS? (1) "We have left the time of fences and
barriers behind", the tabloid press said. The international Interreg project network JOHANN stirred up a hornets'
nest
The project consortium is investigating how historical city harbours can be revitalized by maritime economy,
especially economically operated shipping; how can maritime flair be preserved or recreated. While most of the
historical city harbours, which are now rather empty of functions, were a source of prosperity and world openness in
the South Baltic Sea region, they are rather a potential for urban development at present, courted by the real estate
industry. But how to align urban development with the water, what mix of functions shall be created, how to finance
economic structural change? The UBC workshop of the "city planning commission" that took place in May 2017 in
Rostock (2) gave a clear answer to this: The Rostock city harbour holds an enormous inner city development
potential. The city harbour needs also to secure its function as high quality harbor. To achieve this, offers should be
made to the economy; maritime flair without shipping traffic could at best lead to embarrassing presentations.
Economically motivated shipping is a matter for EU-ERDF funding, so what could be more obvious than using these
public budgets for the development of historic city harbour areas? This needs commercial ship traffic. Shipping
reduces dreariness. On the other hand, the functional balance needs to be readjusted, using the rights of the local
public gained since 1990 regarding work, sport and leisure time in the city harbour. A one week Hanse Sail is not
enough to present and enjoy the almost lost maritime flair of the city harbour. However, the prerequisite is: without
an excavated waterway no ship with a draught of more than 4 m can be convinced to call at the Rostock city
harbour. 12 months later, in summer 2018, the city harbour of Rostock was dredged for the first time since 1989!
The Interreg project JOHANN proved: There is now a small but growing market for maritime tourism in the Baltic Sea
region with small cruise ships, mega yachts and large sailing vessels. The cruise season with small cruise ships runs
from April to October. It is worth investing in this niche segment of the maritime economy. Direct and indirect
economic effects promise material and immaterial profits. Few small cruise ships (up to 150 m long, 5 m draught) are
looking for exclusivity for their guests, especially regarding berths. The walking distance to the city centre is an
enormous competitive advantage compared to the previously customary alternative of being assigned secondary
berths in the shade of the large cruise ships. On the other hand: Who doesn't want to see a ship in the harbour every
now and then, meet new people, hear foreign languages? The biggest winners are the citizens of the harbor city and
the tradespersons who work there.
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As soon as ships dock there, the international rules for safety and order also apply in city harbours. The ISPS Code
also applies to passenger ships engaged in international voyages and those port facilities where these ships are
handled. The ISPS security concept irrevocably includes security fences. It is obvious that barriers of all kinds impair
the leisure and lifestyle of today's and tomorrow's urban society, especially since the economy with an affinity to
security and ports is not likely to stand out due to its aesthetics and sensitivity in the design and use of security
equipment. Usually ISPS barriers are permanently installed and are clearly recognizable as such. Where only
temporary ISPS equipment is needed, the barriers are installed in the cheapest construction fence quality. So far, in
almost every case the space perceived as public has been aesthetically disfigured, the public has been permanently
excluded and welcome areas have been presented in an inhospitable and hostile way. Only in Wismar, port security
experts have already allied themselves with designers; Wismar's World Heritage status did not permit a standard
solution for the ISPS fence. Karlskrona, on the other hand, uses legal leeways: no fence, but more security personnel.
The security guards - preferably volunteers - even wear uniforms: Baroque clothes from fortress times, speak foreign
languages and look friendly. A tent - in baroque style, too - provides shelter from wind and rain for them and their
guests; attunes them to the baroque city centre with World Heritage status.
Which is where the EU project comes in again. Rostock received EU subsidies for purchasing an ISPS-certified mobile
port fence, which will be temporarily erected for the few ship calls with ISPS requirements in the city port. The
Rostock port administration enters new ground, starts the experiment to work with its own mobile fence system "just in time” and only temporarily. A fence system made of stainless steel, which is not yet available on the market,
is to be used for this purpose. The tender asked for a system that would incorporate design elements from a barrier
system in the city centre, thus presenting design qualities in the city harbour that are more likely to be found only in
5-star marinas. It is clear to everyone: what lasted almost 40 years in the construction industry with regard to the
meanwhile artistic quality of construction fences and construction signs, does not succeed overnight in the port
industry. Well-designed mobile ISPS safety fences are not available on the market! The now advertised fence panels
should pick up material, workmanship and the design of an already firmly installed high-quality fence system from
the city center; shell contribute to "Rostock's urban corporate design" in the city center and in the city harbour.
The Rostock project team is now purchasing a high-quality mobile fence system made of stainless steel. A Europewide invitation to tender drew attention to the sore spot: Well-designed mobile ISPS security fences are not
available on the market! The fence panels procured by now are to pick up on the material, workmanship and design
of a high-quality fence system from the city centre that has already been permanently installed; they shell contribute
to "Rostock´s urban corporate design" in the city centre and in the city harbour. When megayachts, tall ships or small
cruise ships with ISPS requirements arrive at the city harbor in the future, nobody should feel disturbed anymore by
security barriers that are cheap and martially - but mobile - looking standard fences. The newly purchased fence
panels should appear light, high-quality and transparent. They should correspond to the occasion of welcoming
passenger guests and the quality of the sensitive urban space in the alternation of leisure time and port function.
(1): International code for ship and port facility security
(2): http://www.smallships.eu/#section_3
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Rostock: Permanently installed stainless steel fence with mesh net (Kröpeliner Tor shopping mall) as a model for the
mobile ISPS city harbour fence in the nearby city harbor.

Sassnitz, old harbour: good functionality due to excellent design; where small cruise ships are to dock in the future,
access to the pier has already been made attractive by an elegant pedestrian bridge. Wherever value was placed on
bridge design, it will not be easy to build cheap fences in the future.
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Aarhus: In the city harbour, ISPS fences do not have to be 2 m high as in Germany and e.g. in Kalmar. But they are
not cleared away either.

Kalmar: such an ISPS fence is used for welcoming many money-paying exclusive tourists who are courted apart from
that. A smarter solution was found in the neighbouring town of Karlskrona
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Wismar: In order to prevent the permanent closure of the Cruise Pier in Wismar, the fence was designed to be
foldable and sliding on steel wheels able, with the exception of a cheap standard solution.
The ISPS fence is folded up at this point; only when a ship with ISPS needs, it is pulled out and closes the security
area. Elsewhere, a longer fence panel was discretely mounted as a sliding panel. Also this fence segment does not
dominate the otherwise public harbor and urban space.

Photos: Interreg project consortium JOHANN
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So lively is the Rostock city harbor just under a week in the year. For commercial small cruise ships, but also mega
yachts and tall ships, the mooring is prepared near the old blue bridge crane. In just over 5 years, the pier will have
lost its "parking lot charm" there.
Rostock has its ISPS security fence since December 23, 2019! The fence takes up elements of the urban corporate
design from Inner City; differs significantly from the usually cheap and simple designed fences, which are usually
used for ISPS purposes. The fence was procured through an EU-wide tender; the Rostock company Richter (building
security) won the procedure. Thanks to the good interaction between Richter-Bausicherungs GmbH and the
subcontractors, it was possible to have the stainless steel wire mesh produced in Vietnam in a short time; the frame
elements were manufactured in Switzerland and covered with wire mesh, delivered to Rostock by truck, all arrived
short to Christmas.
The fence elements are now kept in the Rostock city harbor in the warehouse of the seaman's and port authority.
This also ensures that the fence will only shut off the pier on the crane bridge when it is really in use. The ISPS fence
is now available for municipal purposes. "Hopefully soon for the securing of small cruise ships at the berth in the
area of the crane bridge," said David Ziegler, docker in the city harbor. "Until plan able and revolving visits of small
cruise ships it is a long way for Rostock, we are planning the development of the Rostock city port, the" Rostocker
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Oval. The entire area is still not attractive enough . But the upgrading of the port areas has already paid off for
Wismar and Sassnitz; small cruise ships are already visiting there " comments Dürten Schölens from the city planning
office. And project manager Andreas Schubert emphasizes: "Everything worked well. The fence is ultimately paid for
by the EU. Our team can now rely on a high standard of design and safety and our own experience if small cruise
ships, tall ships or mega yachts are actually included ISPS needs come to the city harbor, but also -for exampleadditional fence elements are to be procured for the Federal Garden Show 2025, completing the ISPS-Rostock fence
system”. “We are certain that our national and international project partners will now only purchase high-quality
fences for ISPS requirements”, Schubert continues.

Photo: David Ziegler 6.1.2019: Rostock Inner City port: The container with the fence elements had to be moved
using heavy crane technology; the fence elements were then unpacked, carefully checked and completed their first
small test assembly.
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6.1.20120, photo: Heino Schaar, Bausicherungs GmbH Rostock: The fence elements in the material warehouse of
the port authority in the city harbor. This location guarantees the shortest routes for ISPS purposes in the city
harbor.
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